10. The key to financial security - managing the balance between returns & expenditure.
(From the March 1999 newsletter)
In the 10th February 1998 newsletter the lead article was a discussion entitled "What amount of assets do
you need to have accumulated so that you can retire with financial security?” In that article I discussed
the concept of “retirement ratio”, being the ratio of “investment assets/cost-of-living” to enable me to gain
a quick assessment of whether you are likely to achieve financial security for the rest of your life.
Key points:&

In retirement, during an average period, a retirement ratio of around 23 would indicate
that you can live with financial security for the rest of your life, as long as your portfolio
was sufficiently weighted towards growth assets. This assumes that your affairs are wellorganised so that you will be paying minimal tax ... and effectively maintaining your
capital in real terms for the rest of your life ... on the basis that we don’t know how long
you might live ... and that we do not want to put a date in your diary that you need to die
before.

&

Over 30-year periods (an approximation for the rest of your life - the period you will be
investing for) there is significant variability in the real rates of return that have been
available. Therefore, for people retiring now or in the future, there is no way of knowing
precisely what retirement ratio you need in order to achieve financial security.

&

Clearly a higher retirement ratio provides higher financial security.

&

Clearly, unless you have a very high retirement ratio, because of the long-term variability
of real investment returns, your financial security significantly depends on the
ongoing management of the ratio between spending and assets for the rest of your
life. This was the most important message from this analysis.

I promised to develop these themes further to help you plan your own financial future.
One point to emphasise from my analysis. The extent of variability of returns makes it crucial that,
in retirement, you define your consumption objectives in terms of a proportion of your total assets
rather than in terms of a flat-dollar amount in real terms. In bad times, if you have defined your
consumption pattern in flat real dollar terms, the results can be catastrophic.
However, if you define your consumption objective (lets call it your budget) as being a proportion of your
total investment portfolio, you will be automatically be tightening your belt in the bad periods and you
are more likely to maintain a reasonable lifestyle for the rest of your life. This is a crucial issue in my
advice to many of you. Except for those of you who are clearly financially secure (i.e. portfolio of many
millions), a major financial objective is usually “financial security for the rest of your life”. Therefore,
if you are in this latter category, I would like to ask you to reconfirm for yourself that this is an important
objective. If this is an important objective then clearly this research shows that it is crucial that you track
your cost-of-living ... even if your portfolio is in the $1-2million level. If financial security is your
objective, it should be important to you to know that your consumption intentions (or consumption
strategy) are not putting your financial security in jeopardy.
As an advisor, I cannot change the future. My objective is to help you deal with the realities that
we have to face.
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The following graphs show how various consumption strategies might have worked. Observe how
portfolio values change, assuming we start with a $1million portfolio.

Consumption Strategy 4% of investment assets I.e. initial annual cost of living budget $40K
$14,000,000
US investors did relatively well if they started the process in 1872, as you can see in this graph.
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These graphs are based on the USA experience … and we should note that
investors in the USA have done better than many other countries over the last
150 years

Consider that you were a long-term investor with
your entire portfolio in Fixed Interest (e.g. Bonds),
Cash, Shares … or a 50/50 mixture of shares and
Bonds. We will also assume that you consume a
constant proportion of your investment assets
each year. These graphs show how your
portfolio would change in value in real terms
over time, after drawings.
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Consumption Strategy 4% of investment assets I.e. initial annual cost of living budget $40K
US share investors (as long as they survived the really bad periods) have done extra-ordinarily well … partially reflecting the
emergence of the USA as a super-power, as well as its emergence as an industrial and technology leader.
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These graphs are based on the USA experience … and we should note that
investors in the USA have done better than many other countries over the last
150 years

Consider that you were a long-term investor with
your entire portfolio in Fixed Interest (e.g. Bonds),
Cash, Shares … or a 50/50 mixture of shares and
Bonds. We will also assume that you consume a
constant proportion of your investment assets
each year. These graphs show how your
portfolio would change in value in real terms
over time, after drawings.
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This graph shows four investment programs
starting in the late 1920s.
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Consumption Strategy $40K/year
continuously in real terms
i.e. initially 4% of the initial portfolio.
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Consider that you were a long-term investor with
your entire portfolio in Fixed Interest (e.g. Bonds),
Cash, Shares … or a 50/50 mixture of shares and
Bonds. We will also assume that you consume a
constant proportion of your investment assets
each year. These graphs show how your
portfolio would change in value in real terms
over time, after drawings.

These graphs are based on the USA experience … and we should note that
investors in the USA have done better than many other countries over the last
150 years
If you happen to live in a good period for share investing, then
those with exposure to shares might do extremely well … and
you might argue that they could have afforded to live better
than the amount they budgeted for themselves.
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This graph shows four investment programs starting in
1872.
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Consumption Strategy $40K/year
continuously in real terms
i.e. initially 4% of the initial portfolio.
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Consider that you were a long-term investor with your entire
portfolio in Fixed Interest (e.g. Bonds), Cash, Shares … or a
50/50 mixture of shares and Bonds. We will also assume
that you consume a constant proportion of your investment
assets each year. These graphs show how your portfolio
would change in value in real terms over time, after
drawings.

These graphs are based on the USA experience … and we should note that
investors in the USA have done better than many other countries over the last
150 years

By contrast, we see below the impact of this strategy on four investors starting out in 1929. The impact can be devastating on the totally
committed share investor. It is also interesting how the investor in 50% bonds and 50% shares does much better than the 100% bond
investor or the 100% share investor. You might ask how that can be so. However, it is the simple mathematical impact of regularly
rebalancing your portfolio.

It is also of interesting to note the impact of the
bond-investment strategy for investors heading
into the great depression. Bond investors did very
well, increasing portfolio in real terms through the
depression. Also note that the 50/50 portfolio beat
ALL others over the long-term, because of
rebalancing.
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$140,000

What annual cost-of-living budget was available for you to live on (in constant dollars)?
Using this model, I can show you the impact on your lifestyle of various mixes of investment assets with various
consumption strategies - so you can get a greater understanding of what might be ahead of you. With this
information, you can then make a more-informed choice regarding your own strategy and your own financial
security.
This chart shows a US investor
The date you start
starting out with $1000 000
investing has a huge
investment portfolio with a
influence over your
consumption strategy being to spend
financial position &
4% of his portfolio each year on living
lifestyle.
expenses. Asset allocation is 50%
shares, 50% bonds, with annual
rebalancing.
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Bottom line points:
1.

In retirement, for those of you where there is any question of whether you are financially secure,
you need to consider carefully your consumption strategy. Your consumption strategy can have
a huge impact on your financial security. For this group, if you are seriously committed to your
own financial security, you/we need to monitor your consumption patterns, to ensure that you are
not jeopardising your financial security.
For those still in the accumulation stage of life, there is no certainty of any given life-style if you
manage to achieve any particular level of assets by the time you retire. However, from a
financial-security perspective, more is better. I.e. the more you have accumulated, the more
financially secure you are likely to be ... and the less you will need to tighten your belt if we
experience tough times.
VERY IMPORTANT: It is VERY CLEAR that setting your cost-of-living budget as a
percentage of your investment assets (and living within your budget) is definitely a much
more robust strategy than defining your budget as being a flat dollar amount in real terms.
For most people, you DO need to adjust your living standards to the level dictated by the
investment markets during the times that you are investing.
If your consumption strategy is inflexible, a bad period can be very damaging. For example,
if you started with a $1million investment portfolio and stayed with a consumption budget of
$40K through a very bad period (hoping that it would be OK over the long-run), you might find
that you might run out of money much quicker than you expected. By contrast, if you adopted
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a more flexible strategy (such as consuming a fixed percentage of your assets each year, e.g. 4%),
then you can survive the bad periods much better and be in a much better position to take
advantage of the good periods which often follow. From the graphs above, consider the situation
where you have a 55 year-old, US, investor starting out in 1929 requiring $40000/year in real
terms to live. If he invests entirely in shares, he needs to die before he is 75 years old (or he will
have run out of money). If he invests entirely in bonds, because the 1930s was a good period for
bond investors, this gives him an extra buffer, but he still needs to die before he is 90 (or he will
have run out of money). And if this investor chose a higher standard of living, he would have run
out of money sooner.

$14,000,000

Consumption Strategy 6% of investment assets
I.e. initial annual cost of living budget $60K
US investors did relatively well if they started the process in 1872, as you can see in this graph.
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These graphs are based on the USA experience … and we should note that
investors in the USA have done better than many other countries over the last
150 years
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Consider that you were a long-term investor with your entire
portfolio in Fixed Interest (e.g. Bonds), Cash, Shares … or a
50/50 mixture of shares and Bonds. We will also assume that
you consume a constant proportion of your investment assets
each year. These graphs show how your portfolio would
change in value in real terms over time, after drawings.
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This graph is included to show you how sensitive the outcome is to a small change
in consumption strategy. Please contrast this set of outcomes with the outcomes
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It is also clear that your long-term financial well-being is very sensitive to small changes in
consumption strategy. I refer you to the impact of changing from a strategy of 4% consumption
to a strategy of 6% consumption in the graphs above.
2.

One of the current investment dogmas is that “Time in, not timing, is the key to investment
success”. The thinking is that if you invest for the long-term (e.g. 10 years, or even 30 years) into
a well-diversified shares and property portfolio, then over time you will get a good result. The
long-term historical data suggests that this dogma has worked well over many periods but it
sometimes does not. So we need to be a little careful with this dogma.
There can be long periods of very bad returns, such as in the UK (at the beginning of this
century), where there was a 30-year period with an average real return of -2%pa for shares.
Unfortunately very bad 3-7 year periods have not been that uncommon.
Clearly, therefore, investors who “invest and forget” can come to grief - even where the initial
strategy was designed well. At the very least, some simple re-balancing techniques can help
ensure a good long-term result. To go beyond this simple technique can be fairly challenging.
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However, I believe that history suggests there is often warning signs before many of the major
bear markets - for investors who are prepared to listen to the warnings, and to step out from the
investment herd.
3.

If we have a particularly bad period ahead by historical standards, then even people who
feel they have accumulated enough assets might find that they need to tighten their belts.

4.

I do not need to highlight how nasty it can be if people have borrowed money to invest in shares
(i.e. they are geared into the share market, including those using warrants and derivatives) if we
have a nasty period for shares. Holding on for the long-term is clearly not a reasonable strategy
for these people. Previous analysis which I have done shows that, in most cases (perhaps except
where there is a massive side-effect like large tax savings) geared share investors need to be good
market timers if it is to achieve a positive result.

Other points reinforced by the above graphs:1.

Regular rebalancing can add a lot of value. I.e. By following some simple strategies, those
who manage their portfolios can do a lot better than those who “invest and forget”.

2.

Bond and fixed interest investors can do very well at times when an economy goes into
depression. It can not only preserve the value of your assets, but capital gains can increase the
value of your portfolio ... depending on the profile of fixed interest investments that you have
made. Strategies that I have been preparing over the past year have taken this into account.

Finally, let me leave you with one more graph:-
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The above data suggests that Australia’s experience with shares is within the bounds of the longer UK
experience. It also suggests that it is possible to have periods much worse than we have experienced
in Australia’s brief history so far.
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Historical data is not a spotlight to the future. But by analysing the past 300 years of data from the UK
and the past 200 years of data from the US, we can get a greater sense of what can (or might) happen.
This is particularly important for Australians, because Australia’s brief economic history has all occurred
during the last major western price wave ... a price wave which seems to be coming to an end.
By looking at the US and the UK, we need to be cognisant of the following points:&

The USA has been one of the star economies of the past century, and the results that they have
achieved are therefore likely to be biased towards the more optimistic outcomes.

&

Also, I note that Dr Bryan Taylor suggests (from his analysis) that the commodity economies of
Australia, Canada, South Africa, Norway and New Zealand have performed relatively strongly
in the 1930s, 1940s and 1970s, when most of the world’s stock markets were in savage bear
markets. Implicit in this is that the Australian share market has not experienced the extremes of
bear markets that have been experienced in many major industrial nations. In this context, it is
interesting to note that Australia has changed from being a commodity economy. According to
Jonathan Pain of Rothschild, in 1980 the Australian stock market was 60% resources stocks (by
market capitalisation), but resource stocks in 1999 only accounted for 16% of Australia’s share
market capitalisation. There is an implication here therefore, that since our share market is now
less of a resources share market and now more an industrials share market, we might now be
more likely to experience more of the extremes of share markets that we have been sheltered from
in the past.
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